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Coaches control how social media
is used by athletes
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By Jared Emerson Sports Reporter

On Sept. 27, 2009, the Texas Tech Red Raiders sat down for a team meeting following a close loss to the Houston
Cougars the day before.

The only problem was that then-head coach Mike Leach hadn’t shown up yet, and it agitated some of his players.

Linebacker Marlon Williams took to the social media website Twitter to voice his displeasure, tweeting from his
handle @kos39: “Wondering why I’m in this meeting room when the head coach can’t even be on time to his own
meeting.”

The tweet was eventually deleted and the account disappeared as well, however the damage had been done.
Williams was reportedly disciplined and Leach elected to ban Twitter and monitor Facebook usage for the entire
team. He explained his decision to ESPN.com.

“I think that a guy who plays football gets enough attention,” Leach said. “It’s a bunch of narcissists that want to sit
and type stuff about themselves all the time. We’ll put mirrors in some of their lockers if that’s necessary but they
don’t have to Twitter.”

If a regular student were to tweet that a professor was late to class, there would have been no controversy, but
Williams’ Twitter snafu is one of many examples of the challenges social media presents to college athletes and
their universities.

Social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram allow people to connect in ways that were not
possible even six or seven years ago, and their popularity is only continuing to rise. Twitter celebrated passing the
500 million users mark in March of 2012, and in October, Facebook announced it has more than a billion users
each month.

Despite all its upsides, social media can cause headaches for athletics departments because anything Tweeted or
posted on a website is viewable to almost anyone with Internet access. Collegiate athletes are always in the public
eye, so how they conduct themselves on social media is often viewed with more scrutiny than the actions of a
regular college student.

In attempts to protect the interests and reputations of the university, its program and student-athetes, many
athletics departments are choosing to monitor and sometimes restrict social media use. Increasingly, athletic
programs are turning to outside companies, such as Fieldhouse Media, for assistance in dealing with social media.
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Fieldhouse Media describes itself as a company that provides social media education and monitoring services for
student athletes, coaches and administrators so they can develop a positive online reputation that benefits
individuals, their respective teams and programs.

Founder Kevin DeShazo said some programs try to monitor student athletes themselves, but often encounter
problems, which is why they contact third-party organizations.

“They’ll put (Student Athletes) on a list on HootSuite or TweetDeck so they can see what they’re saying at all
times,” DeShazo said. “Those are good things to do; you can cover a lot of information that way.  The problem is
that (Sports Information Directors) have a job to do, and administrators have a job to do, so they can’t catch
everything.”

At some universities, the athletics department will place restrictions on social media usage.
BusinessOfCollegeSports.com listed 14 major universities and their policy on social media restrictions. A few had
restrictions, but only Boise State had an outright ban on Twitter for football athletes.

Oklahoma State does not have a uniform policy and allows individual coaches to decide what is best for their
respective programs.

Soccer coach Colin Carmichael previously did not allow his team to use social media during the season, but has
relaxed his standards as Twitter and Facebook have become engrained in every day life.

“A lot of professors use it for classes and so we’ve had to kinda catch up a little bit and now we allow our kids to
have their Facebook and Twitter accounts and things like that,” Carmichael said. “We just monitor them pretty
closely to make sure they’re not saying things that could be taken the wrong way or maybe inappropriate for
athletes and things like that.”

Social media chips away at the façade that student-athletes are different than other college students. They have
the similar interests, likes, dislikes and occasional outbursts as their peers. The difference is, these outbursts tend
to reflect more on the player, coach, program and even the university.

Carmichael said he had to take that into account when deciding how to handle social media within the Cowgirl
soccer program.

“Our kids really want to have it and their reasons are really legitimate,” Carmichael said. “I want to keep in touch
with my friends from other universities, I want to keep in touch with my family.’ Those are all great reasons to have
social media. Unfortunately, when you get 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds, that much freedom sometimes they abuse it
a little bit, and I certainly would as well.

“So we have to police it, we have to monitor it a little bit. We have not, thankfully to this point since allowing our
kids to have it, we haven’t had any issues. I’m sure we will, and we’ll just have to deal with those as they come
along.”

When it comes to sports at a bigger college such as Oklahoma State, fans will recognize the stars of the major
teams more so than the stars of the smaller sports. Carmichael said that is one of the reasons he likes that OSU
chooses to let the coaches choose how to control social media.

“I’d guess a lot more people would follow the quarterback of the football team than the right back for this women’s
soccer team,” Carmichael said. “So when they tweet something from a football standpoint, it’s probably seen and
picked up on by the media, whereas if one of our girls tweet something, it might be a rival team that gets offended
or a recruit or something. That’s why I think you have to have some rules for each program, because the worlds we
live in are pretty different.”

According to BusinessOfCollegeSports.com, athletic departments at schools such as Oklahoma, Arizona and
Florida State provide direction and monitor social media usagefrom a university standpoint. DeShazo said he
agrees with this approach because it eliminates potential problems.

“When you have so many teams operating in different ways, it gets confusing for everybody,” DeShazo said. “Why
should a soccer player be treated differently than a softball player? They’re both representing the university in a
very public way when they’re online.

“I think the NCAA for the most part should stay out of it. It’s tough, but that should be left up to the teams and
universities; maybe the highest level is conference.”

Jared Womack is a former baseball standout at Oklahoma State, who continues to work toward his degree. His
first season was 2008, a time when Facebook and other social media sites were still in their infancy. The
communication department instructed Womack and his teammates told them that anything they posted via social
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media was a representation of the university and the team.

Womack said the instructional speech became more pronounced and detailed during his time at OSU due to the
growth and impact of the Internet and social media.

“Now that Twitter and Instagram have come about, they’ve become more particular and more definitive about what
you can and cannot do,” Womack said. “You basically can’t say explicit things through Twitter, you can’t bash
teammates, and you can’t bash coaches or the university. Basically don’t do anything stupid.

“I guess they didn’t sit there and dot the i’s and cross the t’s about what you can and cannot do. But they did
basically say, ‘If you don’t think this is wholesome or good enough to tell your 10-year-old little sister, then don’t do
it.’”

A lot of programs are moving toward at least monitoring athletes’ tweets, though DeShazo said some programs
choose to ignore social media, which he claims is unwise.

The other extreme is banning social media, something DeShazo said he doesn’t understand. Some coaches, such
as Leach or Florida State’s Jimbo Fisher, banned Twitter entirely, employing the argument that social media is a
distraction. But DeShazo finds that logic faulty. Star quarterback Brandon Weeden and wide receiver Justin
Blackmon used social media on a regular basis during Oklahoma State’s record-breaking 2011 football season.

Conversely, the Kansas Jayhawks football coach Charlie Weis banned social media and won only two games.

“I don’t think it’s effective,” DeShazo said. “I don’t know what message you’re sending to student athletes. In my
opinion, social media use comes down to making good decisions.  Student athletes are really not any worse than
anybody else. Obviously a student athlete is going to be under a different microscope than the accountant down
the street, but banning it doesn’t teach them anything.

“We’re living in a social world, in a social economy, where the skills they can use on social media can help them
get a job and can help them represent themselves. We’re education institutions, we need to be focusing on
education.”

Womack said when he came to OSU, he thought it was a slightly intrusive that Oklahoma State monitored the
athletes social media use. But as he matured and earned a leadership role on the team, Womack realized the
impact a negligent post or tweet can have and how monitoring protects the players from unwanted controversies.

“I definitely felt that it was important to hold us to a higher standard because if something happens to us, it’s going
to be in the newspaper immediately, it’s going to be on social media, people are going to hear about it,” Womack
said. “So using bad judgment and putting up inappropriate posts or tweets or pictures is going to come full circle
pretty quickly.

“I think that if you want to have the honor and privilege to play a sport in college, you have to take the necessary
steps to make sure you keep that positive light.”
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